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Spectrally arbitrary pattern matrix
Nilpotent matrix
An n × n ray pattern matrix S is said to be spectrally arbitrary if for
every monic nth degree polynomial f (λ) with coefficients from C,
there is a complex matrix in the ray pattern class of S such that its
characteristic polynomial is f (λ). In this article we give new classes
of spectrally arbitrary ray pattern matrices.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
A sign pattern (matrix)A of order n is amatrixwhose entries are in the set {1,−1, 0}. Its sign pattern
class is
Q(A) = {A | A ∈ Mn(R) and sgn(A) = A}.
If for any given real monic polynomial f (λ) of degree n, there is a real matrix A ∈ Q(A) having
characteristic polynomial f (λ), then A is a spectrally arbitrary sign pattern.
A ray pattern (matrix) S = (sjk) of order n is a matrix with entries sjk ∈ {eiθ | 0  θ < 2π} ∪ {0},
where i2 = −1. Its ray pattern class is
Qr(S) = {A = (ajk) ∈ Mn(C) | ajk = rjksjk, where rjk ∈ R+ for 1  j, k  n}.
A ray pattern P = (pjk) is a superpattern of a ray pattern S = (sjk) if pjk = sjk whenever sjk = 0.
And S is a subpattern of P if P is a superpattern of S .
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A ray pattern S of order n is said to be spectrally arbitrary if eachmonic polynomial of degree nwith
coefficients fromC is the characteristic polynomial of some matrix in Qr(S).
The problem of classifying the spectrally arbitrary sign patterns was introduced in [1] by Drew et
al. In their article, they developed the Nilpotent-Jacobian method for showing that a sign pattern and
all its superpatterns are spectrally arbitrary. Work on spectrally arbitrary sign patterns has continued
in several articles including [1–5], where families of spectrally arbitrary sign patterns have been pre-
sented. In particular, in [3], Britz et al. showed that every n × n irreducible, spectrally arbitrary sign
patternmust have at least 2n−1 nonzero entries and they provided families of sign patterns that have
exactly 2n nonzero entries. Recently this work has extended to zero-nonzero patterns, ray patterns
and complex sign patterns, respectively [6–8].
The paper [7] extends the Nilpotent-Jacobian method on sign patterns in [1] to the case of ray
patterns as follows:
(1) Find a nilpotent matrix in the given ray pattern class.
(2) Change 2n of the positive coefficients (denoted r1, r2, . . . , r2n) of the e
iθij in this nilpotentmatrix
to variables t1, t2, . . . , t2n.
(3) Express the characteristic polynomial of the resulting matrix as:
λn + (f1(t1, t2, . . . , t2n) + ig1(t1, t2, . . . , t2n))λn−1 + · · · + (fn−1(t1, t2, . . . , t2n)
+ ign−1(t1, t2, . . . , t2n))λ + (fn(t1, t2, . . . , t2n) + ign(t1, t2, . . . , t2n)).
(4) Find the Jacobi matrix
J = ∂(f1, g1, . . . , fn, gn)
∂(t1, t2, . . . , t2n)
.
(5) If the determinant of J, evaluated at (t1, t2, . . . , t2n) = (r1, r2, . . . , r2n) is nonzero, then the
given ray pattern and all of its superpatterns are spectrally arbitrary.
In this articlewe give new classes of n×n spectrally arbitrary ray patternswith exactly 3n nonzeros
for n  6.
2. Main results
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where the second −1 and the entry eiθ1 in the first column are in the (m − 1)th row and mth row,
respectively.
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Clearly,Sn,n−1 with θ1 = π is the ray patternAn given in [7], and there exist infinitelymany choices
for θ with 0  θ < 2π so that Sn,n−1 is spectrally arbitrary. In this paper, we will prove that for all
n  6 and 3  m  n − 2, there exist infinitely many choices for θ with 0  θ < 2π , and θ1 = 0 or
π , so that the ray patterns Sn,m and all of their superpatterns are spectrally arbitrary.
For convenience, we restrict θ to 0  θ  π
2
. Let q = cos θ . Noticing eiθ1 = ±1, consider the




−a1 1 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
a2 q + i
√
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where bk > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, ak > 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m − 2,m + 1, · · · , n, am−1 < 0 and
sgn(am) = sgn(eiθ1). Then B ∈ Qr(Sn,m). Denote
|λI − B| = λn + α1λn−1 + α2λn−2 + · · · + αkλn−k + · · · + αn−1λ + αn,
and αk = fk + igk , k = 1, 2, . . . , n.





f1 = a1 − q,
f2 = b1
√
1 − q2 − a1q − a2 (if m  4),
fj = bj−1
√
1 − q2 + a1bj−2
√
1 − q2 − aj, 3  j  n − 1 and j = m − 1,m,
fm−1 = bm−2
√
1 − q2 + a1bm−3
√
1 − q2 − bn − am−1,
fm = bm−1
√
1 − q2 + a1bm−2
√
1 − q2 − a1bn − am,
fn = a1bn−2
√
1 − q2 − an,
and ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
g1 = b1 −
√
1 − q2,
g2 = b2 + a1b1 − b1q − a1
√
1 − q2,
gj = bj + a1bj−1 − bj−1q − a1bj−2q − aj−1b1 − aj−2b2 − · · · − a2bj−2,
j = 3, . . . ,m − 1, (if m  4),
gm = bm + a1bm−1 − bm−1q − a1bm−2q − b1bn − am−1b1 − am−2b2 − · · · − a2bm−2,
gj = bj + a1bj−1 − bj−1q − a1bj−2q − bj−m+1bn − a1bj−mbn
−aj−1b1 − aj−2b2 − · · · − a2bj−2, j = m + 1, . . . , n − 1,
gn = −a1bn−2q − a1bn−mbn − an−1b1 − an−2b2 − · · · − a2bn−2 + a1bn−1.
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Proof. Denote p = q + i
√
1 − q2 and for t  2,
t =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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|λI − B| = (λ + a1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

































. . . λ −1 0
0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 λ −1
ibn−1 ibn−2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ib2 λ + ib1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n−1
− a2Δn−2 − a3Δn−3 − · · · − an−3Δ3 − an−2Δ2 − an−1(λ + ib1) − an
= (λ + a1)[(λ − p)Δn−2 − bnΔn−m + ibn−1] − a2Δn−2 − a3Δn−3 − · · ·
− an−3Δ3 − an−2Δ2 − an−1(λ + ib1) − an.




t−j for t  2, we have
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
α1 = a1 − p + ib1,
α2 = ib2 + ib1(a1 − p) − a1p − a2,
αj = ibj + ibj−1(a1 − p) − ia1bj−2p − (aj + iaj−1b1 + iaj−2b2 + · · · + ia2bj−2),
j = 3, . . . ,m − 2,
αm−1 = ibm−1 + ibm−2(a1 − p) − ia1bm−3p − bn − (am−1 + iam−2b1 + iam−3b2
+ · · · + ia2bm−3),
αm = ibm + ibm−1(a1 − p) − ia1bm−2p − (ib1bn + a1bn) − (am + iam−1b1
+iam−2b2 + · · · + ia2bm−2),
αj = (ibj + ibj−1(a1 − p) − ia1bj−2p) − (ibj−m+1bn + ia1bj−mbn)
−(aj + iaj−1b1 + iaj−2b2 + · · · + ia2bj−2), j = m + 1, . . . , n − 2,
αn−1 = (ibn−2(a1 − p) − ia1bn−3p) − (ibn−mbn + ia1bn−m−1bn)
−(an−1 + ian−2b1 + ian−3b2 + ian−4b3 + · · · + ia2bn−3) + ibn−1,
αn = −ia1bn−2p − ia1bn−mbn − (an + ian−1b1 + ian−2b2 + ian−3b3 + ian−4b4
+ · · · + ia2bn−2) + ia1bn−1.
Note p = q + i
√
1 − q2. Then the lemma holds. 
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Lemma 2.2. det J = det ∂(f1, g1, . . . , fn, gn)
∂(a1, b1, . . . , an, bn)
= 0.
Proof. Adding the (−1) times of the (2m − 3)th column and the (−a1) times of the (2m − 1)th
column to the (2n)th column of det J, det J becomes a triangle determinant which diagonal entries
consist of some 1s, some (−1)s and one bn−m+1. Then det J = 0. 
Lemma2.3. For all n  6 and 3  m  n−2, there exist infinitelymany choices for θ with 0  θ < 2π ,
and θ1 = 0 or π , so that the ray patterns Sn,m allow nilpotent.
Proof. Let B ∈ Qr(Sn,m) have the form (2.2). Denote
|λI − B| = λn + α1λn−1 + α2λn−2 + · · · + αkλn−k + · · · + αn−1λ + αn,






1 − q2 − q2, (if m = 3),
aj = (bj−1 + qbj−2)
√
1 − q2, 3  j  n − 1 and j = m − 1,m,
am−1 = (bm−2 + qbm−3)
√
1 − q2 − bn,
am = (bm−1 + qbm−2)
√














bj = q2bj−2 + aj−1b1 + aj−2b2 + · · · + a2bj−2, j = 3, . . . ,m − 1, (if m  4),
bm = q2bm−2 + b1bn + am−1b1 + am−2b2 + · · · + a2bm−2,
bj = q2bj−2 + bj−m+1bn + a1bj−mbn + aj−1b1 + aj−2b2 + · · · + a2bj−2,
j = m + 1, . . . , n − 1,
a1bn−1 = a1bn−2q + a1bn−mbn + an−1b1 + an−2b2 + · · · + a2bn−2.
(2.4)
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where we agree that
t∑
k=s
xk = 0 when t < s. Let bj =
√

























⎦ (1 − q2).
(2.5)
We easy to see that for j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, lj is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a
positive constant when j is odd and a positive multiple of qwhen j is even. And bn = l˜n
ln−m−1
for some
polynomial l˜n = l˜n(q), whose lowest degree term is positive constant when n is odd and a positive
multiple of qwhen n is even.




a2 = 1 − 2q2, (if m  4),
aj = (lj−1 + qlj−2)(1 − q2), 3  j  n − 1 and j = m − 1,m,
an = qln−2(1 − q2).
Then for j = m − 1,m, and n, aj = hj is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positive
constant when j is even and a positive multiple of qwhen j is odd. And an is a polynomial on q, whose
lowest degree term is a positive multiple of q when n is odd and a positive multiple of q2 when n is
even.
Thirdly, we consider am−1. By (2.3) and (2.5), ifm = 3, noticing b0 = − q√
1 − q2
, and l3 = 1− q2,
then
a2 = (b1 + qb0)
√




⎣(1 − 2q2)ln−4 − (1 − q2)
n−2∑
k=1
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lkln−k−3 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positive constant when n
is odd and a positive multiple of qwhen n is even; and that q4ln−4 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest
degree term is a positive multiple of q4 when n is odd and a positive multiple of q5 when n is even.
Thus h˜2 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positive constant when n is odd and a
positive multiple of qwhen n is even.










⎠ (1 − q2)














⎠ (1 − q2)









⎠ (1 − q2),
then
am−1 = (bm−2 + qbm−3)
√
1 − q2 − bn










⎦ (1 − q2)













= 1 − q
2
ln−m−1

















































(lkln−m−k + qlkln−m−k−1)lm−2 − q2lm−2ln−m−1



















⎥⎥⎦ (1 − q2).
Note that (1) (1 − q2)
n−m−2∑
k=1
(lkln−m−k + qlkln−m−k−1)lm−2 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest
degree term is a positive constant when both n and m are odd, a positive multiple of q2 when n





lm−3 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positivemultiple of q2
when both n andm are odd, a positive constant when n is odd andm is even, and a positive multiple of
qwhen n is even; (3) q2lm−2ln−m−1 + q3lm−3ln−m−1 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term
is a positive multiple of q2 when both n and m are odd, a positive multiple of q4 when n is odd and




lkln−k−1 − q2∑n−4k=1 lkln−k−3
is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positive constant when n is odd, and a positive
multiple of qwhen n is even. Thus h˜m−1 is a polynomial on q, whose lowest degree term is a positive
constant when n is odd, and a positive multiple of qwhen n is even.
Finally, we consider am. By (2.3) and (2.5), we have that
am = (bm−1 + qbm−2)
√
1 − q2 − qbn










⎦ (1 − q2)
















where h˜m is a polynomial on q and h˜m is not identically equal to zero.
Therefore we obtain that:
(1) For j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, bj =
√
1 − q2lj for some polynomial lj = lj(q), whose lowest degree
term is a positive constant when j is odd and a positive multiple of qwhen j is even.
(2) bn = l˜n
ln−m−1
for some polynomial l˜n = l˜n(q), whose lowest degree term is positive constant
when n is odd and a positive multiple of qwhen n is even.
(3) For j = m − 1,m, and n, aj = hj for some polynomial hj = hj(q), whose lowest degree term is
a positive constant when j is even and a positive multiple of qwhen j is odd.
(4) an = hn for some polynomial hn = hn(q), whose lowest degree term is a positive multiple of q
when n is odd and a positive multiple of q2 when n is even.
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(5) am−1 = −h˜m−1
ln−m−1
for some polynomial h˜m−1 = h˜m−1(q), whose lowest degree term is a positive
constant when n is odd, and a positive multiple of qwhen n is even.
(6) am = h˜m
ln−m−1
for some polynomial h˜m = h˜m(q), and h˜m(q) is not identically equal to zero.
By choosing values for q sufficiently close to zero, we have that bk > 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, ak > 0
for k = 1, . . . ,m − 2,m + 1, . . . , n, am−1 < 0, and am = 0. Again choosing values for θ1 = 0
or π , it can be true that sgn(am) = sgn(eiθ1). For example, when both n and m are even, then the
lowest degree term of h˜m = h˜m(q) is a positive constant. So we can take θ1 = 0 and therefore
sgn(am) = sgn(eiθ1) = +. All in all, we can find infinitely many values of q (and hence θ ), and θ1 = 0
or π , such that B ∈ Qr(Sn,m) nilpotent. The lemma follows. 
By the Nilpotent-Jacobian method on ray patterns and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, the following
theorem is immediately.
Theorem 2.4. For all n  6 and 3  m  n − 2, there exist infinitely many choices for θ with
0  θ < 2π , and θ1 = 0 or π , so that the ray patterns Sn,m and all of their superpatterns are spectrally
arbitrary.
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